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1st Official test 

 

The 60th SUZUKA Motorsports Fan Thanks Day was held on Mar.7 & 8 and it was 

a big success with people who had been waiting for the 2022 season.  

Following this event, the first Official Test was held at SUZUKA Circuit.  

DOCOMO TEAM DANDELION RACING gave the car #5 to Makino and invited  

Hiroki Otsu, 2021 Rookie of the Year, for the car #6 to compete in the 2022 

season. 

On Day1, in the severe cold weather, both Makino and Otsu ran enthusiastically 

from the early stage of the session and tested new set-ups which had been 

verified from the past data during the 3 month-interval, aerodynamic devices, 

2022 Yokohama tires, and executed other test programs.  

In the afternoon session, they had to slow down during the attack lap because of 

a car stopped in Chicane. Without recording the best lap, Otsu finished Day1 in 

3rd and Makino did in 6th. 

On Day2, the temperature was higher than yesterday and the wind was calm. 

In the morning, they practiced pit-stop in addition to the test programs continuing 

from yesterday. 

In the afternoon, both drivers drove more than 40 laps as race simulation, testing 

2022 tire characteristics and new set-ups. The team finished the fruitful official 

test learning good and bad points and new issues to solve. 

 

 

#5: Tadasuke Makino  Position 6th overall (3rd among Honda users) 

We came into the two-day test preparing simulation for race and qualification, 

new parts and several menus. 

On the first day, I focused on the issue from the Rookie Test last Dec.  

My team made those countermeasures and helped me to understand more.  

QF simulation didn’t work well because of the car spun, however, I learned my 

car’s quickness and something missing. 

On Day2, I had a good feeling about my car, including quickness under race mode. 

Based on these results, we will prepare for the second official test at Fuji. 

 

 



 

 

#6: Hiroki Otsu  Position 3rd overall (2nd among Honda users) 

Subsequently to the Rookie Test, I could execute several test programs including 

race simulation and QF mode during the 2-day official test. 

My team crews are so professional and I believe I have built a relationship of 

trust with them. 

I learned a lot through the test, and DOCOMO TEAM DANDELION RACING’s total 

team capability is exactly what I expected. 

I have gotten more excited about this season! 


